Guided Tour to the Olive Grove and Mill with Oil Tasting
Guided tour during which the history of the
Manestrini Oil Mill and the historical production
methods of Garda Extra Virgin Olive Oil will be
told, together with the new, more technologically
advanced methods of pressing and production.
Following guided tasting of the extra virgin olive
oils produced by the Oil Mill and crostini of
vegetable creams.

✴

Transfer with Bus Grand Tourism

✴

Guided tour at the oil mill in english

✴

Tasting of different olive oils and olive creams

Wine experience in Valtenesi
Wine Tasting in Valtenesi is a journey through the
tradition and origins of the land of the Valtenesi.
The wine tasting on the hills of Lake Garda is a
really authentic local experience.
It will be told you the story, the principles and our
production and aging methods, making you passionate
about the wonderful Valtènesi territory.
After visiting the new production cellar with steel
and concrete barrels, and visiting a bit the vineyards
around, you will taste 3 glasses of wine guided by
the wine expert.

✴

Transfer with bus GT

✴

Lasting 1h30

Guided walking sightseeing tour
of Brescia
Guided tour by walk through the best spots of
Brescia city. A sightseeing of Brescia Museums
street, of the main Squares and the Castles. The
architecture, culture and history of Brescia will be
told during this walking guided tour. The halfday
tour lasts about 2,5 h.

✴

Transfer with Bus Grand Tourism

✴

Walking Guided tour - 2,5 h

✴

1 Guide English speaking welcoming in Brescia

✴

Half day tour (mooring or afternoon)

*It’s possible to plan the entrance to different museums or adding a tourist guide to assist
you on bus roundtrip (ask for quotation)

A full day boat tour discovering
the best of Lake Garda
Starting from Padenghe harbor with 2 private
boats. A full day Lake Garda Tour which includes2
stops: first in Sirmione, the pearl of Lake Garda
and secondly in Lazise for free time and lunch.
Starting at 11:00 and returning at 17:00.
During the tour you will admire the best of the 2
coasts of Lake Garda, San Biagio Island, Garda
Island and Parco of Rocca di Manerba.

✴

Full day boat tour with 2 stops for free time: Sirmione and Lazise

✴

Free lunch in Lazise (no lunch included)

✴

Lasting 6 hours

Guided Tour in Verona
Discover one of the jewels of the Italian Renaissance on
a day tour to the romantic city of Verona. Upon arrival
in the city center, admire one of the best preserved
monuments of the Roman Empire, the Arena, still used
for concerts and events. During the guided walk,
continue to Piazza dei Signori and Piazza Erbe, before
reaching Juliet's House to admire the balcony under
which, in Shakespeare'stragedy, Romeo declared his
eternal love to his beloved.
Discover how the city has developed over the centuries and the artistic elements of the different
historical periods, such as the medieval Castelvecchio and the tombs of the Scaligeri family.
Admire the Roman bridge over the Adige river that runs throughout the city. Also, take
advantage of somefree time to stroll along the lively Via Mazzini looking at the shop windows
and boutiques, before returning to Lake Garda in the afternoon.
✴

Transfer with bus GT

✴

Arrival at 10:30 - Departure 16:00

✴

1h30 guided tour by walk

✴

Free time - no lunch included

✴

Guide english speaking for Verona tour

Valpolicella Wine & Food
Coming from your place of stay on the shores of Lake
Garda, you travel by air-conditioned bus to
Valpolicella, where you will be greeted by a relaxing
green landscape of rolling hills and vineyards. Enjoy
a day away from the crowded streets of the lake and
live a relaxing wine and food experience. Arrival in
Valpolicella around 11:00. Visit of the cellar and
tasting of different wines. Transfer to the
farmhouse. Lunch based onlocal products.
Departure from the farmhouse around 2.30pm.

✴
✴

Transfer with Bus Grand Tourism
Wine and food tasting - lunch included

